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Compact industrial television system—developed at RCA Laboratories—lets us see the unseeable in safety!

47e-wAess7 rloomi? 42/77 a 74e &max/
Something's gone wrong in a big blast
furnace, and heat is too high for engineers to approach. Focus the Vidicon
camera of an RCA Industrial Television System on the flames and the fiery
furnace can be studied in comfort on a
television receiver.
This is only one suggested use, for
RCA's compact industrial television system is as flexible as its user's ingenuity.
"Eye" of the tiny camera — small enough
to be held in one hand — is the sensitive
Vidicon tube. The only other equipment

needed is the Vidicon camera's suitcasesize control cabinet, which operates anywhere on ordinary household current.
The Vidicon camera could be lowered
under water where divers might be endangered—or stand watch on atomic reactions, secure from radiations. And it is practical to arrange the RCA Industrial Television system so that observers can see a
3-dimensional picture...real as life!
See the latest wonders of radio, television, and electronics in action at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West
49th St., N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation
of America, Radio City, New York.

Continue your education
with pay—at RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor—one of the world's foremost manufacturers of radio and electronic products
— offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for advancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio receivers (including broadcast, short wave
and FM circuits, television, and phonograph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.
• Development and design of new recording and producing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write today to National Recruiting Division, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.

1241010 COAPAPORATZOM ofISMEARZC'A

World Leader in Radio —
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In Peace In War!
N December 7, 1941, the Japs
launched their "surprise attack" on
Pearl Harbor...

O

On June 25, 1950, the Reds launched
theirs on South Korea...
And today, as in 1941, 1942 and
1943, it is the enemy's turn to be
surprised—

At the ready strength of our
competitive free-enterprise
industries... at the speed of
their productive mobilization!
Socony-Vacuum, one of America's big
companies, geared to peacetime competition under the U. S. business system, has been steadily growing stronger
—looking ahead, plowing back—building for future needs.
And today in Petroleum this bigness
is coming in "handy"—vitally handy as
our nation goes on a war footing.
For example,Socony-Vacuum's worldwide producing facilities have more than
doubled—and refining capacity has
increased nearly 50% since 1942—big
build-up year of World War II.
Today, Socony-Vacuum has pledged
its all-out efforts to meet our military
and civilian needs. We believe the free
system which has enabled us to become
a big company, which makes our nation
the greatest in the world—is worth
serving and protecting to the limit of
our resources and abilities.

The Flying Red Horse Companies
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC., and Affiliates:

SOCONY-VACUUM

MAGNOLIA PETROLEUM COMPANY • GENERAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION

BIGNESS SERVES AMERICA—PROTECTS AMERICA!
OCTOBER, 1950
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FRESHMAN DORMITORY

Rose Polytechnic Institute offers four year, accredited courses leading
to the degree of B.S. in chemical, civil, electrical and mechanical engineering. For information about entrance requirements, scholarships and curricula, address the Admissions Counselor.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Terre Haute, Indiana
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Modern facilities provide practical
educational advantages to help
men advance within the company

How Westinghouse
helps TOP MEN
win TOP SPOTS
Years ago, Westinghouse recognized the
value of education to its employees ... started
a program to make available every practical
educational advantage.
Today, there is an entire department at
Westinghouse charged with the sole responsibility of recruiting top men for engineering
and sales, manufacture and research ... and
to provide them with the best available
facilities to develop and advance within the
company. Hundreds of key men throughout
tS e organization assist in carrying out this
extensive program•.
An orientation and training program is

designed to acquaint them with the company,
and to help them find that spot where they will
be most effective and successful.
The training course is supplemented by
a Graduate Study Program, through which
advanced degrees may be obtained from
leading universities.
In these and in other ways, Westinghouse
extends itself to help its carefully selected
employees get ahead in the company and
to achieve true professional status . . . for
Westinghouse management recognizes that
the future of the company can only be as
great as the men who are to assume leadership.
G-10115

YOU CAN BE
OCTOBER, 1950

SURE..IF ITbWestinghouse
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(A Tau Beta Pi Essay)

Mass production, a result of the Industrial Revolution, has been universally adopted by
modern business organizations. We are all aware of this fact, and through its adoption we have
the many necessities, luxuries, and services we find about us today.
In order that such a plan may function, mass production requires many people doing routine jobs working toward a common end. Sine e engineers are a part of this plan, they too are
faced with routine work in many fields of employment. A few examples of this type of work
which requires the knowledge and aptitude of an engineer are routine design and layout
work, and routine manipulation of elaborate equipment which handles the major functioning
of a process. This routine assures smoothness in the functioning of a business, but as time goes
on, it may cause a feeling of mental stagnation o n the part of the engineer and material and personal progress cannot be seen anywhere. The continuation of these thought patterns leads to
dissatisfaction with the job and personal disco uragement. To those who have previously formed idealistic opinions about the engineering profession, this type of picture has a disillusioning
effect, but let us face the facts.
We are all not going into research, testing, and development. Many of us are going to do
routine work, at least for the first few years as a student engineeer and perhaps for some
time after.
As prospective engineers we are trained to observe and understand the laws and powers of nature and analyze and evaluate that which we are working with. It is for us to utilize
this type of training as an escape from something routine. Through this analysis we may become very critical of what we see. As we loo k about us we should see many things that do
not function properly or do not appear pleasing to the eye. These are opportunities for necessary improvement. The extent of this critical analysis depends on how deeply we have trained
ourselves to look. As a result, ideas will form which are visions of something new for future
adaptation. These ideas provide food for thought. They can be mentally turned over in the
mind, evaluated, and added to or subtracted from as new information in found. After a few
ideas are tucked away, it is amazing how many sources of information which were previously
untouched, take on new values. Books, experiments, data labeled worthless, conversation, and
observation are direct and indirect sources. Through this constant evaluation of the information about us, the idea is cultivated. If the idea is good and can be applied, there is a deep
personal satisfaction. If it is rejected, we are not lost, we can have a half dozen or more ideas
developing.
Along with the satisfaction and stimulation of a good idea, there may be other rewards.
Changes in methods, improvements, and inventions all constitute progress, and companies are
looking for those who will maintain this progress. True, we all do not possess inventive genius,
but we can come forth with some good sound suggestions which, although they do not produce
the solution, do provide the key to the problem.
If we can build within ourselves the capacity of developing new ideas, no matter how
small or insignificant they may be, we have provided ourselves with a source of mental stimulation which can be used anywhere. Therefore, if it is our lot to be employed in something
which to us appears routine, then more than ever, we must energize ourselves with new ideas.
It is a challenge to the initiative.
Harold F. Osterhoudt

OcroBER, 1950
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elettalau and e4cairdoitd.
By Robert Metz, jr. e.e.

Few people realize that vertical
transportation, which includes both
elevators and electric stairways, has
become, through much hard work
and brilliant engineering, one of the
major transportation systems. But it
is true; vertical transportation is
one of our most used—but usually
overlooked—transportation systems.
Because of its relatively slow
speed—less than 20 miles per hour;
its exact and precise timing, which
seldom causes a potential passenger
to want more than 30 to 40 seconds;
its efficient, smooth, and quiet operation and its fantastically low accident
rate, the important role of vertical
transportation in our modern world
is thoroughly taken for granted.
There are still other factors which
make elevators and electric stairways
stand out among the many mass
transportation systems. All the vehicles are privately owned and operated and not one cent of fare is collected. Probably the most important
distinction of vertical transportation
is the lasting effect it has had on
shaping America's architecture.

During the days when city lots
were relatively cheap and time was
not the important thing, expansion
when necessary was horizontal. But
as the country grew the city lots became more expensive and big factories and office buildings needed
compactness for efficiency and ease
of operation. Further horizontal expansion thus becoming impractical,
there was but one direction—up—
and the monumental era of American
architecture was born. From this
period on, elevator engineers were
under constant pressure. New drive
systems, new methods of control, and
new safety devices had to be designed
and built before elevators and electric stairways could reach the
heights, speeds, and smooth operation which combine to make vertical
transportation one of our most efficient transportation systems.
The basic principle of the system
was utilized over 20 centuries ago
when man first invented the simple
hoist, the capstan, and the winch.
Archimedes invented a hoisting device operated by manpower in 236

Elevator Engine Room
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B.C. Additional records show that
similar "elevators" were built for the
palaces of Nero, Caesar, and Napoleon. Some of these inventions, such
as a "flying chair" invented by a
Parisian named Velaepi, showed an
insight into the elevator problems far
beyond the times. He introduced two
features which are still used on modern elevators today—guide rails to
hold the car in place laterally as it
rises and falls, and counter-balancing part of the load.
Several elevator and hoisting devices were built and experimented
with during the first three-fourths
of the nineteenth century but none
were considered suitable for develpment and exploitation. The picture
changed rapidly in 1878 when the
first hydraulic elevator was invented.
This was satisfactory for the world
of the late 80's in most respects, since
it was safe, dependable and smooth
in operation, but it had characteristics which limited its use—low
speed, large space requirements, difficulty in making automatic landings.
When the D.C. motor was first applied to elevators in 1884, it was not
widely accepted by either elevator
men or the public The motor-driven
elevators normally employed dynamic braking for slow down and a mechanical brake to hold the car at the
floor. A handrope running through
the elevator car gave the operator
control of the rheostat which controlled the motor. Because of the few
steps on the rheostatic control, they
were rough in operation and not too
dependable; thus the public had little
confidence in them.
The elevator ropes were wound
around a drum powered by the D.C.
motor through gearing. A second
rope was also wound around this
drum; it was attached to the counterweight. As the elevator was raised
THE ROSE TECHNIC

change in diameter as the cab is rais- individual motor generator set. Speed
ed or lowered. Now the elevator and direction are controlled by
shafts could be built as high as de- changing the generator field current.
sired. This still left one major probThis system offers the most accurlem unsolved — smoother and more ate stops, the most rapid and smooth
precise control. Westinghouse intro- acceleration and retardation, and
duced many refinements to the rheo- maintenance and power consumption
static control, one of which was the are at a minimum since the armature
reactor (1916) which smoothed out circuit power losses are eliminated.
the positions of the rheostat. This
Variable-voltage car-switch control
definitely led to smoother operation. improved landing at each floor, but
By 1920 the traction-drive with due to the human element the cars
rheostatic control had, despite its continued to overshoot the floors.
handicaps, become a strong compet- This problem of overshooting the
itor with the other types of elevators floors caused a considerable waste of
in service at this time. The elevator time when considering the number of
engineers devoted their time to im- stops made per day. This problem
proving the controls, realizing that was solved by Westinghouse, who in
they had a long way to go before 1925 installed an automatic landing
achieving a really good drive system. control in West Virginia.
In 1922 Westinghouse again improved
This landing system consists of
varideveloping
the
the control by
magnetic inductor switches mounted
able voltage control, which with the on top of the cab and a series of metal
traction drive is the basis for most plate in the hatchways. As the elemodern elevators. The speed changes vator approaches the desired floor
were smoothly made here since it through automatic control the magwas adjusted by varying the motors' netic switch is energized. As the magarmature voltage by controlling the nets pass their respective metal
generator shunt field, instead of plates in the hatchway they are actichanging the resistance in series with vated. As the switches are activated
the armature. The hoisting motor of the generator field is reduced
By 1900 the elevator engineers had the variable voltage system is a di- through a series of relays—and the
Continued on Page 20
reached what seemed to be an impos- rect-current machine, supplied by an
sibility. Neither the drum type electric nor the hydraulic elevator could
reach practical heights.

and its rope wound about the drum,
the rope connected to the counterweight unwound at an equal rate and
provided partial counterbalancing for
the elevator. The counterweight,
similar to those used today, was
equal to the weight of the car plus
40 percent of the load capacity. In
tall buildings the drums became long
and cumbersome because of the lengthy cables and made this system impractical for extensive use. It was
common practice in the 1900's to use
the drum-type elevator only in low
buildings, seldom for rises over 150
feet. This is in sharp contrast with
the modern elevator systems in
which the electric elevator travels
several hundred of feet up while the
hydraulic system is only occasionally
used for such things as sidewalk lifts.
The hydraulic system was also handicapped since it had to have a foot of
shaft height for every foot of piston
length. This piston had to be sunk
vertically beneath the building.
Nevertheless to the elevator engineer of the day, the hydraulic elevator
seemed to be the ultimate in smooth,
safe operation and required a minimum of maintenance.

Beauty and Efficiency

In 1905 the gearless traction motor,
which is still widely used, was introduced and elevators were off to new
heights. This system consisted chiefly
of a low speed D.C. motor with a
traction sheave or grooved drum,
mounted directly on the motor armature shaft. The cable from the cab
passes up to the traction sheave,
which has grooves in it for the cable,
makes one or more turns around it
and then passes over another sheave
down into the shaft where it is attached to a counterweight traction
between the cable and sheave moves
the elevator and counterweight.
This traction-type drive eliminated the cumbersome drums needed
for high buildings with the drumtype drive. All that is required is a
much smaller sheave which does not
OCTOBER, 1950
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Campus Survey
By James Myers, jr. e.e., Duane Pyle, jr. c.e.,
and Allen Forsaith, jr. m.e.
Greencaps vs. Sophomores
Last year's freshman had few
chances for revenge on their oppressors, the sophomores. Having been
thoroughly initiated, the new sophomores have assumed their responsibilities with a great deal of pleasure.
Wasting little time, the new sophs
launched their freshman training
course only three days after registration day. Classes are unscheduled
as far as the registrar's office goes,
but the context of the course is such
that classes may be held almost anywhere the sophomores can muster a
majority. The freshmen, with a spirit
which may prove to be the undoing of
the sophomores, have shown their
gratitude and appreciation by heaving two of their respected sophomore
trainers into the lake.
In their first training class, the
greencaps were herded to the field
house where a garter check was held.
After the eighty-two freshmen were
comfortably seated in a room meas-

uring ten by twenty feet, they were
shown a few illustrations of their assignments. The sophomores were unable to procure blackboards and
chalk; instead they asked for volunteers and used a substitute having
the same colors, grease and skin. The
greencaps were not rattled by the
demonstration and refused to be provoked into anything bordering on
violence, even when one of their own
number, later found to be a sophomore, was carried off struggling. Appalled by the dullness of the lecture,
a large number of juniors attempted
to occupy the attention of the sophomores so that the freshmen could get
out of class early. The freshmen were
inexperienced and did not make the
most of their brief opportunity; the
juniors retired in disgust. After practicing the cheer, "Alamet", the freshmen were dismissed.
Later the same day, the
freshmen showed their mettle
by laking two sophomores; the

Fighting Engineers

following evening the sophomores
sponsored a Freshman road hike.
Juniors and Seniors received this information with beaming faces, knowing that good-natured, hard-fought
battles between the underclassmen
contribute much to school spirit as
well as to class unity and organization.
The Fighting Engineers
The start of the 1950 football season finds Coach Phil Brown with
forty-four fighting engineers, twelve
of them lettermen, prepared for the
fall campaign. Despite a rash of injuries which has sidelined several
key players, the Poly men will be in
top shape for the McKendree opener
September 30.
Although the squad will be light
as usual, it is well staffed with experienced lettermen. The only two
positions without veteran personnel
are the quarterback and fullback
slots. There are several promising
prospects, however, who should be
able to fill these gaps before the first
game. Gene Hailstone, first string
halfback, broke a bone in his leg
during practice and will be out of
action for most of the season. Letterman end Jim Dunlop returned to
school sporting a broken leg which
will keep him a spectator for the entire season.
The letter men on this year's
squad, besides Hailstone and Dunlop,
are: backs Cliff Hennig and Leo Little; ends Bob Owens,Bob Powell and
Myron Hawk; tackle Riley McKeen;
guards Tom Grinslade, Don Miller,
Jim Phillips and Bob Rinker and
center Dick Thomas.
Completing the squad are two seniors, ten juniors, eight sophomores,
and twelve freshmen. The seniors are
Bill Cummings and Fred Reynolds.
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(Editor's Note: An intimate glimpse by the then managing editor, it fell
into the life of one of our oldest and my lot as a Reporter to take care
most successful alumni is to be found of all scholastic and industrial asin the following article. An exerpt signments—one such being to call
from a letter. from Dr. Layman to on Dr. T. C. Mendenhall, then PresiPr. Wilkinson, it tells how to dent of Rose, each week, he being
TECHNIC was founded and how Dr. a very fertile source of interesting
news items. In the course of this asLayman became its first editor.
signment, there developed for me a
Dr. Layman graduated from Rose very fine relationship with the Docin 1892 and went to work for the tor, and he became interested in
Wagner Electric and Manufacturing questioning me as to my plans for
Company. He advanced steadily in advanced education. He had learned
the company and in 1922, he became that on my high school scholastic
its president. He served in this cap- record I had been awarded a scholaracity until 1927. Then, until his re- ship to Wabash College, of which I
tirement in 1947, he was a consultant was contemplating no practical use,
on industrial management and fi- desiring instead to enter Ann Arbor
nance in New York City and Chicago. Law School as soon as I could accumulate a financial reserve permitting
Dr. Layman received degrees of the venture, it being quite
necessary
M.E. in 1892, M.S. in 1894, E.E. in to hold on to my newspaper job.
1899, and in 1933 was awarded the Then in the most kindly way possible
honorary degree of Doctor of En- Dr. Mendenhall proposed that
I
gineering from Rose Polytechnic In- enter Rose substituting Engineering
stitute.
for Law.
On September 5, 1950, Dr. Layman
"To make this financially possible
was initiated into the Tau Beta Pi he further proposed that I retain my
national engineering honorary fra- newspaper position, he arranging
ternity. Because Mr. Layman is no that I be master of my daily program
longer able to travel, special arrange- of college attendance, coming and
ments were made by the Rose Chap- going as my job permitted—I to be
ter, through the national office of scholastically rated at Rose merely
Tau Beta Pi, to have the initiation on written examinations and not on
performed in Mr. Layman's home in my class standings. I entered Rose
Clearwater, Florida, by a team made on this basis and no attention was
up of Tau Beta Pi members living paid by the Faculty to my coming
in that vicinity. So far as is known and going from classes throughout
this is the first time in the history the four years of my attendance
of the fraternity that such a cere- there.
mony has been performed.)
"Not long after entering Rose my
"You will pardon my injecting this program was somewhat complicated
story into my letter, especially as, by the fact that I shifted from the
so far as I am aware, no other Rose editorial staff of the morning newsstudent was ever accorded the lati- paper to the editorship of the Saturtude of freedom of compliance with day Evening Mail—one of the poputhe normal college regulations ex- lar weekly family newspapers, brieftended to me. As assistant to the ing all general and local news for
City Editor of the Terre Haute Daily its week-end readers. This appointExpress newspaper, a position ten- ment followed the death of the
dered me on high school graduation owner and editor of the Mail, Mr.
OCTOBER, 1950

Westfall, and was offered me by his
heirs, but it imposed a heavier call
upon my college attendance than
had my daily reportorial job, for this
new occupation required many hours
of evening work and my full day
each Friday.
"However, as a student I became
not a burner of midnight oil over college textbook, but an expert listener
to the lectures in classrooms during
recitation hours, and thus I traveled
the four-year route with the class of
1892, maintaining physical condition
by a great love of sports and membership during my four Rose years in
Rose's track and baseball teams.
When Dr. Mendenhall learned, as I
visited him for news items, not only
of my experience as a newspaper reporter, but also that I had during
my four years in high school created
and edited as a private venture a
high school monthly paper, he called
me to his office one day to say that
Rose needed a monthly magazine
and it seemed a logical proposition
for me to organize one and become
its editor; thus the Rose Technic
came into existence."
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Research and Development
By Fritz Wheeler, soph. m.e.

New Automatic Transmission
The gear box is of the planetary
type to permit shifting under torque
and the power from the engine is
transmitted through the fluid member at all times. The torque converter
is of the simplest type having but
the basic three elements or wheels
necessary to provide torque multiplication. Since the converter is used in
conjunction with a gear box of reasonable ratio coverage, its requirement in torque ratio is sufficiently
mild as to be favorable to other highly important factors such as peak efficiency, input speed characteristics
and road load slip. These factors are
of paramount importance since power
is transmitted at all times through
the converter.
The planetary gear box employs
a gear set of the double pinion type
with two gears and one internal gear.
This total of nine gears provides
three forward ratios, two geared, one
direct and one reverse ratio.
Two multiple disc clutches and two
brake bands, all hydraulically actuated, determine the path through
which power flows in the various

gears. The forward clutch is engaged
in all forward speeds and is disengaged in neutral and reverse. The
rear clutch is engaged in high and
reverse. The forward band is engaged in intermediate only, while the
rear band functions in both low and
reverse.
Two oil pumps, one driven at all
times by the engine and one by the
output shaft, deliver oil under pressure to charge the converter, to actuate and control bands and clutches,
and to pressure lubricate the entire
mechanism.
The control system consists of a
pressure regulator assembly, a hydraulic governor mounted on the output shaft and the main hydraulic
control unit or valve body assembly
in which center all of the manual and
automatic control functions.
New Wide-Range Oscillator
A resistance-capacitance oscillator
with many immediate applications in
radio and electrical work has been
developed. The new oscillator covers,
in five steps, the frequency range
from 20 cycles to 2 megacycles. Corn-

Torque Converter and Gear Box

bining simplicity and compactness
with excellent frequency stability
over a wide tuning range, it has
several advantages over previous
R-C oscillators. In older models the
top frequency is about 200 kilocycles;
in the new R-C oscillator, a single
amplifier driving a cathode follower
provides wide-band operation with
small phase shift, low output impedance, and constant output voltage.
The oscillator circuit has two feedback paths: a regenerative cathodeto-cathode loop, and a degenerative
cathode-to-grid loop which includes
a birdged-T network. Oscillation occurs at the frequency of minimum
degeneration. The 15-volt output remains constant to within one decibel
at all frequencies, and the output
waveform is essentially undistorted.
By proper shielding to prevent synchronization with the power-line frequency, the R-C oscillator may be
mounted in the same small cabinet
with a power supply and an output
amplifier.
Alloys of Phosphorus
A commercially feasible method
for producing eletrodeposits of cobalt
or nickel alloyed with as much as 15
percent of phosphorus has been developed. The new phosphorus alloys
are more easily deposited than chromium and are very hard, corrosionresistant, and bright. They should
thus be of value for many of the applications in which chromium plate
is now used to obtain a hard, wearresistant surface or a decorative
finish.
Plating baths for depositing the
phosphorus alloys are rather simply
prepared, consisting of common
nickel or cobalt salts such as the sulfate or chloride, to which is added
Concluded on Page 30
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(A Prize-Winning Tau Beta Pi Essay)

By Fred Garry, sr. m.e.

During World War lithe tremen- been rendered somewhat technical
dous demands made upon the na- by the very complexity of today's
tion's manpower drew most youths products, manufacturing methods,
away from their college studies. and production control systems. In
American industries were forced to many ways, therefore, the engineeremploy whomever they could, and ing school graduate is better preparthe cessation of hostilities found ed to handle jobs as clerks and as
plant after plant staffed by untrained administrative employees than are
or poorly trained personnel. Natur- the graduates of many other courses.
ally there was a huge demand for Accordingly, thousands of techniccollege trained men and women and, ally-trained men are now holding
:aided by veteran's laws, millions jobs as salesmen, as service reprerushed off to obtain a college diploma. sentatives, as purchasing agents, and
Certainly engineers were in de- as departmental supervisors.
mand as the change-over from warConsider for a moment, however,
time to peacetime production got the opportunities existing in the
underway. Attractive wage scales in technical trades. Drafting, surveying,
engineering offices stimulated the in- electrical wiring work, and the like
terests of thousands of young men come first to mind, but tool and die
and the rolls of the various engineer- making, patternmaking, assembly
ing colleges soared upward. The first work, and many other skilled crafts
men to graduate were not long in also offer excellent, well-paying
finding employment, but as change- careers for men who are willing to
overs were completed and as pro- undergo the years of training reduction was gradually cut back, it quired. Think too of the opportunities
became increasingly difficult to find available in the shop itself. Many
an engineering position. Today, the plants prefer college graduates for
technical school student must face a positions as inspectors, and more and
sobering fact; almost 50,000 engineers more foremen are coming from the
will have been graduated by 1950, as ranks of the engineering graduates.
against an annual replacement need
Unfortunately few men who conof about 7000. If the engineering field sider themselves as potential enis so obviously overcrowded, it is gineers show any desire to enter the
probable that none but the most tal- trades. It is true that many of these
ented will find employment in their men do not possess the manual dexspecialties. What then can be done terity required of the craftsman, but
with the 6 out of 7 men who will not in declining such job offers the applibecome engineers?
cant is generally reflecting a feeling
Almost every job in industry has
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that has become deep-rooted in the

American ideal—that working with
the hands is degrading and a step
down the social ladder. Then too
there persists the idea that a man
has relinquished his chance to ever
make anything of himself if he accepts such a position, a view held
despite the well-known fact that
countless men educated on the job
have realized outstanding success.
It is regrettable that the term
"skilled labor" is applied to members
of the crafts. Many people are so
semantically maladjusted that they
will spurn jobs that are well paying
and of great industrial importance
because of the job title that is given
to the position under consideration.
We have come to consider some type
of work as socially acceptable and
to look down our noses at many of
the others. This sort of snobishness
is widespread among engineers and
will be a big factor in the ultimate
'assimilation of today's oversupply
of technical graduates into the economic system.
It is primarily the problem of the
individual graduate. He must be willing to accept his diploma as something more than a union card granting him admission into the ranks of
the engineers. Let him think of his
education instead as a tremendous
aid in increasing his social adaptability, and let him know that his
newly acquired knowledge will find
application wherever he may go.
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GREAT MEN OF SCIENCE

4• 140•frnei4 Alidlebt
By Stanley Updike, jr. m.e.
"Let this epitaph be graven on my
tomb in simple style, 'This one did
a lot of living in a little while.'"
These words written by Dr. Thomas Midgely were used by him in closing his presidential address before
the American Chemical Society.,
Ironically enough this was less than
two months before his death on November 2, 1944. The words truly portray the life of Dr. Midgely, for
though only fifty-five years old he
was active to the end in his work and
organizational position. Though left
a cripple by an infantile paralysis
attack in September, 1940, he carried
on his duties as an officer of Ethyl,
Corporation and Kinetic Chemicals
Incorporated from a wheel chair.
Dr. Midgely was born May 18,
1889, at Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania.
His father was an inventor and a
manufacturing executive. He was
educated in the public schools of
Ohio and at Betts Academy, Stanford, Connecticut. In 1911 he received a mechanical engineering degree from Cornell University.
During World War I Tom procured
a job with Charles F. Kettering. At
the time Kettering was having
trouble with loud knocking in his
kerosene-run Delco engines which
were used to supply power to farm
lighting-units.
Midgely began experimenting with
fuels and found that when gasoline
was used for kerosene the knocking
ceased. To check just how this change
in fuel behaved inside the engine he
bored a two-inch hole in the side of
the combustion chamber and fitted
it with a quartz eyepiece. He found
that when gasoline was ignited the
flame was blue and that kerosene
burned with a white flame.
A chance guess, which was later
round to be wrong, led to the dis:..overy of an anti-knock fuel for high
compression engines. Midgely guessPage 14

ed that the color of a fuel might have
some effect on its heat absorbing
abilities and so he went to the stockroom to procure some oil soluble
dyes with which to test his theory.
The attendant in the stockroom did
not have any oil soluble dyes but
suggested that he try dying it with
iodine. Midgely took his suggestion
and it worked. The engine stopped
its knocking when iodine was added
to the kerosene.
The lead mixture made the fuel exWith a group of young chemists plode evenly and sent the piston
for helpers, Midgely began research downward with a smooth powerful
to find a cheap and abundant com- push.
pound which would give the same
At this time it was known by eneffect as iodine, which was limited gine designers that more power could
in quantity and therefore very ex- be obtained by compressing the fuel
pensive. After some 16,000 experi- mixture into a smaller volume in the
ments he found a compound of al- top of the cylinder, but no gas sold
cohol and lead called tetraethyl lead could operate the engine without it
which gave the desired results. This knocking. Midgely's new fuel was
was a start but trouble was still pres- found to work these more efficient
ent, for the lead oxide formed by engines but no one wanted to put
burning this compound was harm- out an engine which would burn only
ful to the engine.
one kind of gasoline. Finally the
By further experimentation it was Chrysler Motorcar Company manufound that bromine would eliminate factured its "Red Head" engine which
the oxide coating. The brine-well was optional in its cars and had a
supply of bromine being mined was gas cap which was marked "Use
also small, but an inexhaustible only ethyl gasoline."
Besides his work on ethyl gasoline
source of this element was present in
sea water. Midgely then started on Dr. Midgely also contributed to the
a process to mine bromine from sea development of synthetic rubber,
water. With the assistance of Dow worked with Dr. Albert L. Henne in
Chemical Company a plant was es- developing chlorofluorides for nontoxic refrigerants, and during the
tablished on the east coast.
World War had a large part in
first
At this time Kettering and Midgely had spent $4,000,000 on this "noise the development of the aerial torpedo
control" project but stil the public known as the "Buzz Bomb."
Since the first "Red Head" engine
had to be convinced that the mixture
would work. By photography it was the automotive industry has boomed.
found that the engine knocked be- Higher speeds have been attained,
cause the vaporized fuel farthest greater acceleration has been posfrom the plug became excited under sible, and gasoline mileage has been
pressure and exploded before the increased. These improvements and
igniting spark reached it. This caused others have been made possible by
an uneven pressure disturbance such men as Dr. Thomas Midgely
which had an effect similar to hitting who do a lot of living for all humana swinging door instead of pushing it. ity in a little while.
THE ROSE TECHNIC

Alumni News
By Chris Scharpenberg, jr. m.e.
Walter M. Wickham passed
away after a rather prolonged
illness, on February 25, 1950, in Buffalo, New York. He was known as
one of the most cooperative men in
his school and class activities.

Baylor was active in local civic and was transferred to the research deyouth activities and organized the partment where he did pilot-plant
Speed Community Center and the work on nitro-paraffins and benzene
inter-denominationl Speed Memorial hexachloride. He became superintenChurch in 1919. He had been super- dent of the benzene hexachloride
intendent of the Men's Bible Class plant on Lockport Road in 1947. Refor 20 years.
cently, he has been working in the
Chester L. Post, one of the
'03 government's leading con- Perhaps his most interesting work penicillin department in addition to
his regular duties at the insecticide
sulting engineers, died August 22, was with the Boy Scouts. He was
a
member
of both the Seventh Re- plant.
1950 at his desk in the Public Building Service, General Services Admin- gional Scout executive board and
Norman Cromwell has gone
the B. S. A. national committee, a '35
istration. He was 70 years of age.
to Europe as the recipient of
holder of its God and Country award, both Guggenheim and Fullbright
Mr.Post, who recently had worked and had served many years as presifellowships. Dr. Cromwell is a chemon such projects as the White House dent of the George Rogers Clark
istry professor at the University of
renovation, the new Public Health Council. He played a major role in
Nebraska.
Clinical Center in Bethesda, Md., and the development of Tunnell Mill
the Beneral Accounting Offices, was Camp at Charleston, Indiana and last
Joseph Pipp was recentto have retired at the end of August. July attended the Boy Scout Jam- Feb.'43 ly married to Miss Priscilla Ann Murray in Pittsfield, Mass.
He had been with G. S. A. for 15 boree at Valley Forge, Penn.
Their honeymoon plans include a
years. He served during World War
A Mason and member of the Louis- visit
to Wisconsin and Terre Haute.
I as an Army engineer.
ville Chapter of the Sons of the Am- They
will make their home in PittsA native of Gordon, Ohio, Mr. Post erican Revalution, he also was a forfield. Mr. Pipp is an engineer with
had worked as consulting engineer in mer president of the Clark County
the General Electric Company and
industrial firms in Chicago and In- Memorial Hospital Board.
a member of the Pittsfield General
diana, and was at one time a partner
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Lula
Electric Engineering Association.
in Condron & Post of Chicago. While Baylor, two daughters, and five
During World War II he served as
with Condron, Mr. Post was occupied grandchildren.
a first lieutenant in the Army Corps
with the designing and construction
F. C. Wagner, chief engineer of Engineers.
of many buildings for Sears, Roe- 16
of the Central Power & Light
The Technic offers conbuck & Co., The Ford Motor Co., and Co's. Nueces Bay and Water Street
the Wagner Electric Corp. Later he plants in Corpus Christi, Texas, has Mar. 47 gratulations to Marshall
assisted in designing for the Western been named superintendent of power W. Roesch who was married to Miss
Marjorie Catherine Kenny of Detroit,
Electric Company, The American stations in charge of operations
and
Colortype Company, and was con- maintenance. Wagner joined the Michigan, on August 19, 1950.
William Buechler was
nected with the South Park Boule- company in 1926 and was made chief
Dec.'47 married to Miss Kathvard Viaduct in Chicago.
engineer of the two plants in 1929.
erine Marie Kennedy on August 26,
He was survived by his widow,
Harold A. York has been pro- 1950 in Pittsfield, Mass.
Mrs. Jennie Post.
'28 moted from Assistant PersonJoseph L. Biich was
H. D. Baylor died on August nel Director to General Service Man07 25, 1950, at the age of 68 in ager, Commercial Department, Indi- Mar.'48 married to Miss Marhis home at Speed, Ind. Death was ana Bell Telephone Company, India- garet Jean Brown in Washington,
D. C. Mr. Bisch is the assistant superapparently caused by a heart ailment. napolis, Indiana.
intendent of maintenance at St.
He was president of the Louisville
Hans M. F. Fischer has been Mary-of-the-Woods
College.
Cement Corporation at the time of '32
named to the duties of plant
his death. He joined the company in superintendent for The Terre Haute
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M.
July '49 Baugh of Indianapolis
1908 as a chemist and successfully Commercial Solvents Plant.
rose through the offices of plant
Mr. Fischer joined the Commercial proudly announced the birth of a
superintendent, general manager, Solvents production department in daughter, Claire Ann, on April 26,
and vice-president. He became presi- 1933 where his work was in distilla- 1950. She tipped the scales at a
dent of the company in 1940. Mr. tion and fermentation. In 1938 he healthy 8 lbs. 11 ozs.
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HOW TO LIFT A MILLION POUNDS. This crane runway, whose structural
steel was fabricated and erected by United States Steel for the San
Francisco Naval Shipyard, is 730 feet long, 209 feet high, extends 162A
feet over the water at each side. It can lift gun turrets and other huge
sections weighing as much as 1,000,000 pounds.
THE SOFTEST THING YOU CAN SLEEP ON IS STEEL. For solid comfort, you
can't beat mattresses that have inner springs of steel. Especially if the
inner springs are made of US•5 Premier Spring Wire, specially developed
by United States Steel to give lasting resiliency and buoyancy to the
inner springs of sleep equipment and upholstered furniture.

CLEANER THAN YOUR BEST CHINA. The inside of a
food can is "surgically clean." Sterilized in processing, it is cleaner and safer than any dish.
The Department of Agriculture reports, "It is
just as safe to keep canned food in the can—if
the can is kept cool—as it is to empty the food
into another container." And,incidentally,did you
know that "tin cans" are really about 99% steel?

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY • AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY • CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION • COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY • H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANI
OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY ! PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPA
UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY ' UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPA

so well...

NEW ICE CREAM IDEA. In certain parts of
the country, you can now buy individually packaged single servings of ice
cream. They're called "Diced Cream"...
and they strike a new high in sanitation,
economy and convenience. Diced Cream
is made in machines fabricated largely
from stainless steel—to assure maximum
purity in the finished product.

What a change from the little red schoolhouse! This new school in California embodies the latest features in school
construction, including the use of U-S-S Stainless Steel for architectural trim.
The stainless trim resists atmospheric corrosion, harmonizes with the building
design. United States Steel produces steel of all kinds for such buildings ...
continuing its number-one job of helping to build a better America.
STAINLESS STEEL GOES TO SCHOOL.

Listen to ... The Theatre Guild on the Air, presented every Sunday evening by United States Steel.
National Broadcasting Company, coast-to-coast network. Consult your newspaper for time and station.

.. and this label is your guide to quality steel

UNITED STATES STEEL
c4e- „flow/diet welie.
nal

GENEVA STEEL COMPANY ' GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY ' MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY • NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY • OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY
TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY
UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY
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Fraternity Notes
Theta Xi
The Theta Xi house opened early
this fall to accommodate the members that returned early for a week
of football practice. When school
started Monday, we wekomed the return of four TX men to school:
"Mouse" Sherrnan,"Tiger" Reinking,
n Man" Aiken, and Dale Kilgore.
Kappa has pledged two more good
men this term: Bob "Oley" Owens
and Carl Vaughn. Plans and preparations are now being readied for the
homecoming weekend. A T.X. Banquet, stag, and open house are planned and it is hoped that Theta Xi can
win the house decoration trophy
again this year.
Alpha Tau Omega
Gamma Gamma recently installed
the following officers: President, Bill
Rinker; Chaplain, Jim Myers; Treasurer, Ray Baker; Keeper of the Annals, Joe Perona; Scribe, Gene McDonald; Usher, Paul `Pancho" Godwin; Sentinel, Bill Kestermeier;
Palm Reporter, Fritz Wheeler.

Lambda Chi Alpha
Our heartiest congratulations to
Bill Chambers and his wife, formerly
Miss Jo Ann Rolfe, who were married on August 26, 19511

Nu initiated a promising class of men
into the fraternity. Formal initiation
was held on Sunday, July 9, at the
Y.M.C.A., following the traditional
"Fun Week".

Best wishes to Bill Pittman, who
married Miss Betty Scott shortly
after his graduation M August.

The initiates are Harry Badger,
Vern Bischopink, Kenny Brinson,
George Carlson, Bob Conn, Howard
Davis, Chet Good, Dick Grubaugh,
Jim Ingle, Maurice Jones, Dick
Myhre, Dick Osborne, Bob Ray, John
Simpson, Porky Stewart, Bud Welling and Ric Werking. A banquet was
held the following Monday evening
at the Boat Club M itOI1SS1IhP.PItJ
ew
initiates.

At the first meeting of the year
the new officers were installed. They
are Fred Garry, president; Tom Norman, vice-president; Al Thomas, secretary; Bob Failing, treasurer; Carl
Bals, rush chairman; John Barco, social chairman; and Torn Reifenberg,
ritualist.
The weekend of the Inter-fraternity dance found Theta Kappa enjoying a round of social actives. To
start off the weekend a dirmer was
held at the chapter house prior to
the dance. Faculty members attending included Dr. and Mrs. Ford L.
Wilkinson, Dr. Charles E. Kircher,
Dr. and Mrs. Oran M. Knudsen, and
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hansel.

After the dance a party was held
The social season at Rose was
at the house for the fraternity brothushered in by an open dance, "The
ers and their guests.
Starlight Stomp," sponsored by Gamma Gamma and under the direction
At noon on Sunday everyone set
of Social Chairman Riley "Bushman" out for Shakamak Park for a picnic.
McKeen. The affair, originally to be After a few hours of swimming, softheld on the tennis courts, was moved ball, and bridge, lunchwas served.
to the auditorium when those attend- and then the traditional rain fell.
ing decided it would be more fun
•The job of painting the house has
to dance without overcoats.
started. During the last few weeks
Alpha Tau Omega will be repre- of the summer term numerous resented on "The Fighting Engineers" pairs were made on the house. The
by Co-Captain Riley McKeen, Bill hS use will receive two coats of white
Harvey, and Jim "Rodney" Phillips. paint and
be trimmed in green.
Plans for homecoming are under
The formal initiation of Jack
way with the following committee Hughes, ISI
Dick Sage
being appointed for house decora- took place on August 4, 1950. Prior
tions: Ronnie Brunner, Chairman; to the initiation Glen Rout and HowJim Myers, Bob Johnson, Clyde Wil- ard Pedigo were pledged.
lian, and Stan Updike. The other
members are all busy learning the Sigma Nu News
words to Moll Out the Barrel."
During the summer term Sigma
•
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During the summer social activities
were continued by the chapter. In
July, Beta Upsilon sponsored its annual Starlight Dance which was held
on the tennis courts of the campus.
The night was '1rme
music good,
$
the crowd lively, and the dance a
success. Pledges and dates, actives
and wives—all turned out one Saturday for a picnic at Shakamak
where they hiked, swam and enjoyed
the park facilities.
Beta Upsilon wishes to congratulate the graduated seniors of last
term. The following men received the
coveted sheepskin: Bob Atherton,
Bill Gray, Andy Hallden, Denny
Hammond, Tom Leathers, Jack Marshall, Vern Meulenbelt, Bob Ragsdale, Al Seiler, Harold Skelly, Bill
Slagley, Charlie Strickland and Ivan
Terry.
Congratulations are in order for
Hank Bosch, who recently pinned
Miss Jeanne Tofsted of Terre Haute,
and Tom Leathers, who pinned Miss
Elizabeth Fifer of St. Louis, Missouri.
Best Wishes to Phil Bracht and his
wife, the former Miss Delores Cusick, of Terre Haute and Sarasota,
Florida, and to Harry Johnson and
his wife, the former Miss June Murray of Terre Haute.
THE ROSE Tzoirac

He's a
Campus A-man

T

he "A" stands for "Activities"— and he's in a
lot of them. Plays first-string basketball. Represents his class on the student council. Writes for
the school paper.

When it comes to campus doings, his major
is Service.
Telephone people are like that, too. They
believe in giving good telephone service—courteous, friendly, helpful service. And because they
believe it so strongly, their spirit of service shows
up in community affairs.
That's why you'll find telephone men and
women working on charity drives,joining service
clubs, leading Scout troops.
Both at work and at home, telephone people
try to help out wherever there is a need—and
enjoy doing it.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
OC'rOBER, 1950
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Continued from Page 8

ELEVATORS

This reduced the time spent in load- building. During the "down peak"
period, the elevators are divided into
ing and unloading passengers.
two
banks, one serving the lower and
The traffic problem was greatly reduced by the introduction of Selecto- the other the upper floors. This elimmatic Control in 1946, which is a inates one of the common faults in
supervisory system that operates a control systems—the by-passing of
bank of elevators at the highest pos- passengers on lower floors because
sible passenger handling efficiency. cabs have been filled on the upper
The operation of this system is con- floors.
trolled by an automatic dispatcher,
Elevator development is full of
which once set by the elevator opera- simple but ingenious solutions to sertor relieves him of dispatching and ious problems. Until recently guide
allows more time for directing traf- rails tended to buckle as the high
fic. During the "up peak" period buildings aged. This was solved by
when most of the traffic is up from attaching the rails to the building in
the ground floor, the "up" button is such a way that the building was free
pushed and the elevator travels to to settle with respect to the rails.
the highest call, delivers its passen- The rails were thereby not subject to
gers and returns automatically to the compression and no damage resulted.
ground floor. When the interfloor
Even with its many improvements
traffic increases the operator releases
the "up" button and the elevators down through the years the elevator
travel up and down at regular inter- still lacks one important feature.
vals equally spaced throughout the Like most vehicles, it does not offer
a continuous flow of traffic. People
who wish to travel to the upper floors
must wait for passengers to unload
on the lower floors. This is a very
small delay and usually unnoticed
K & E drafting instruments, equipment and materials
have been partners of leading engineers for 81 years
but its elimination might prevent
in shaping the modern world. So extensively are these
conjestion in large department stores
products used by successful men, it is self-evident that
and railway stations. Such things as
K & E has played a part in the completion of nearly
Selectomatic control have imthe
every American engineering project of any magnitude.
proved continuous operation; but
not to the extent that the electric
stairway has. It has solved the problem by offering fast continuous and
comfortable transportation.

elevator is slowed down and finally
brought to an accurate stop at the
floor level. Since there is no actual
contact, there is no wear and tear
on parts and the system is essentially noiseless.
Now that the problems involving
drive and control had been very
capably solved, attention was turned
to the traffic problem. Buildings were
being built higher and higher. It was
no trouble to increase the speed of
the elevator but this failed to solve
the problem completely since many
of the passengers only traveled a
short distance. In 1927 a system was
devised by which the car could be
reversed at the highest call, thus
eliminating unnecessary trips to the
top of the shaft. This system—called
the "high-call reversible collective
control"—greatly speeded elevator
service. The next year motor driven
doors were becoming widely used.

partners in creating

Druftinf, Rorodu,:fen.
Surmint
prnInt
and Materlah.
Sikh. Ruhr,
Msaluring Ton.

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
EST

18,

NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit
San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal
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Electric stairways, which have been
in use only 50 years, already carry
more traffic than any other mechanical transportation system. Records
show that 20 billion Americans traveled five hundred million vertical
passenger miles in 1948. This is more
people and miles than all of the nation's class A railroads put together.
These records were taken when there
were only approximately 2000 electric stairways in operation. Yet with
all this traffic there were only two
persons seriously injured, non-fatal,
on the electric stairways. The two
Continued on page 22
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Bright New World
FROM MORNING TILL NIGHT, the colors of the rainbow are
all around you—through plastics. A blue plastic clock wakes
you, and you flip on an ivory plastic light switch. You take
your clothes from a yellow plastic hanger. Plastic toothbrushes come in colors for every member of the family.
Cheerful decorating schemes are enhanced by the beauty
of plastic drapes. There's no limit to the colors you can get
in these versatile materials!
But this is only the start of the plastic story. Plastics
help make better clothing. Modern furniture and furnishings owe much to plastics. Much of your food is packaged
in clean, clear plastics. Plastics add safety, durability, and
appearance to many of your electrical appliances.
These versatile basic materials are man-made. Organic

chemicals are the ingredients of the "unfinished" plastics
—called resins. From these resins come the many different
forms of plastics we know.
The people of Union Carbide are leaders in the production of plastics, resins, and related chemicals. They also
provide hundreds of other materials for the use of science
and industry.
FREE: If you would like to know more about many
of the things you use every day,send for the illustrated
booklet"Products and Processes." It tells how science
and industry use UCC's Alloys, Chemicals, Carbons,
Gases, and Plastics. Writeforfree booklet C.

UNION CARBIDE
AJVDCA.R.11OA' CORPORATION
30 EAST 42ND STREET

FUR

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Trade-marked Products ofDivisions and Units include
BAKELITE, KRENE, and VINYLITE Plastics • LINDE Oxygen • PREST-O-LITE Acetylene • PYROFAX Gas
NATIONAL Carbons • EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries • ACHESON Electrodes • PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes
ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals • HAYNES STELLITE Alloys • SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS
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ELEVATORS

rtRITEIL
world's finest drawing pencil

with

Genuine

IMPORTED

CASTELL lead

now!

Why wait until you graduate?
Start using the Drawing Pencil
of the Masters today—smooth,
free-flowing,grit-free CASTELL,
accurately graded in 18 unvarying tones of black,78to 9H.
YOU CAN AFFORD CASTELL—
because it outlasts other pencils, hence is more economical.
In addition, you get the personal satisfaction of superior
craftsmanship that only
CASTELL gives. Unlike ordinary pencils, CASTELL sharpens to a needlepoint without
breaking.
Ask for CASTELL at your book
store. Don't allow yourself to
be talked into using a substitute. CASTELL is a life-time
habit for up-and-coming Engineers.

Continued from Page 20

victims simply slipped and fell as
they might have done on a stationary
stairway.
The primary requisites of an electric stairway are that it gets its passengers to their destination quickly,
smoothly, quietly and safely. The
engineer who solves these has solved a multitude of engineering problems.
Speed is no great technical problem, but rather a psychological one.
The stairways could be made to travel much faster than the standard 90
feet per minute. In fact, some are in
use at 125 feet per minute and receiving more consideration. In London
some are operating at speeds of 180
feet per minute.
The drive for the Westinghouse
electric stairway consists of an A.C.
induction motor, that's constant speed
provides smooth and safe operation.
For a 32-inch stairway a 10 horsepower 900 revolution per minute induction motor is used. The motor is
geared down to obtain the desired
stairway velocity. Although smoothness is inherent when using the induction motor, there is an added feature to eliminate possible overspeed.
This is a high speed, ball type governor that prevents overspeed due to
any cause, such as an over hauling
load, by opening the stopping circuit
and applying the brake.

It is very essential to have quiet
operation. The public is suspicious of
a noisy jumpy stairway regardless of
its capabilities. The innovation of the
canvas covered Micarta roller, over
which the structure moves, has led
to quieter overall operation.
The most important safety precautions must be taken at the loading
and departing points. It is common
practice to allow the first two steps
to remain level to enable the passenger to get his balance before starting to move. The potential danger
of catching a toe or heel as the steps
appear or disappear has been removed by introducing a new step
plate and a mating comb plate. The
new design, developed in the 1930's
has narrow treads, small enough that
the tiniest heel will not catch or turn.
Both stey and comb plate are machined to such close tolerances that
they mesh accurately as the step
passes through the comb plates. The
plates are made from a specially alloyed steel that is brittle enough to
be easily broken by a nail or other
hard object that should happen to get
caught between the step and comb
plate. If the teeth or treads were not
brittle they might be bent up and
immediately produce a traffic hazard
to the passengers.
Concluded on page 26

HUNTER, GILLUM & HUNTER, Inc
GENERAL INSURANCE
BONDS

Phone C-1400
16 So. 7th St.
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Will we ever
run out of gas?
RUNNING OUT of the crude oil that
powers and lubricates our civilization
is not an immediate danger. Scientific
methods of exploration, drilling, and
recovery keep pushing farther and
farther into the future the day when
petroleum must be supplemented by
other raw materials. When that day
comes, however, there is no danger
that the American economy will slow
down.

Standard Oil already knows how to
make high-quality gasoline from coal
or oil shale. The supply of these raw
materials is far greater than the reserves of petroleum. It is important
that the research and development
work in the entire field of synthetic
fuels continue so as to lower the cost
and raise quality still higher.
Work with synthetic fuels is only
one example of how Standard Oil
plans ahead to serve its customers.
By working to keep this company in
the forefront of one of America's most
competitive industries, our researchers and engineers are helping to keep
America itself ahead and to make life
better for every American.

Standard Oil Company (STAni
(INDIANA)
OCTOBER, 1950
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• SHERODUL,
AERA

Fountain Service
ARDUCT • SHERARDU
ARDUCT • SHERARDU

UC

Sundries

RDUCT • SHERARDU

UCT • SHERARDU

RDUCT • SHERARC

CT • SHERARDU(

ARDUCT • SHER

T • SHERARDUCTs%
• SHERARD

Remember —

ERARDUCT • SH

Candy

HERARDUCT • F

You can always order books

HERARDUCT •
HE

through the book store at the

•

same reduced rate.
RDUCT • S
ARDUCT • SHE

Tobacco

RDUCT • SH

Pipe, itself, does not
have all the properties required of a true electrical conduit. But National Electric
processes a special steel pipe
into a real quality conduit—
Sherarduct.

Hillis Store

Rose Polytechnic
Book Store

1400 Wabash Ave.

#ae.‘atir:
Special high-grade steel is
Spellerized— a kneading
process that produces fine,
even-textured steel.
The Spellerized steel is
rolled into pipe, put through
the Scale-Free process and
pickled.
This specially treated pipe is
Sherard ized — an exclusive
process of galvanizing that
applies zinc to metal under
heat. This affords permanent
protection against rust.

PRINTING

A smooth "Shera-Solution"
enamel is baked into the
pores to give acid-resistant
surfaces.

ART WORK

Then—and only then—do you
have Sherarduct, a true conduit . . . long lasting, easily
fished, rust proof, easily bent,
strong, easy to handle.

PHOTOSTAT COPIES

ING CO.
TERRE HAUTE ENGRAV
920 POPLAR ST.
PHONE (-2151

•

Sherarduct is only one of the
many outstanding products
made by National Electric—a
reliable source of supply for
your future electrical needs.

"When You Say It With Flowers
Say It With Ours"

THE BLOSSOM SHOP
EVERYTHING ti4
WIRING POINTS TO

Gladys Cowan Pound

113 N. 7th Street

Telephone C-3828

TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
Member of Telegraph Delivery Service

national Electric
VROOASCYZ CORPORATION

‘
'PITTSBURGH,
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BOTTLENECKS
Have No Place in Production
or in Your Future Progress!
by CHESTER E. MEYER
Superintendent, Production Scheduling
General Machinery Division
ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

(Graduate Training Course 1938)

in a big plant like
Pthe Allis-Chalmers West
Allis Works
RODUCTION CONTROL

is a constant campaign to prevent bottlenecks and keep orders
moving along smoothly
to meet scheduled shipping dates.
Most men face much
the same kind of personal problem when they
get out of engineering
4
school and plan a proAMR
CHESTER E. MEYER gram of graduate training and experience
leading to a firm position in the work they
want to do. They can't afford to risk bottlenecks and blind alleys in that program,
either.
Big Opportunity
I had this in mind when I graduated from
MIT in 1936 and enrolled in the AllisChalmers Graduate Training Course. I'd
been particularly interested in production
and sales.I waslooking for practical training, experience and opportunity. And I
got them.
First assignment was in Steam Turbine
erection. Then I went to the Centrifugal

Pump Department, and worked on cost
analysis. This job gave me a chance to
study plant layout and manufacturing
methods, and put me in contact with the
Time Study and Planning Department. I
liked the work,and finished up the course
in that department.I've stayed in the same
type of work ever since.
Here in Production Scheduling we pick
up each job after the Planning Department has established the routing. It's up
to us to set a shipping date,and then work
out dates when the job is to be completed
in the various shops through which it must
go. This requires a thorough knowledge
of methods, shop capacities and work
loads throughout the entire plant.
Great Diversity of Products
To give some idea of the extent of this
operation, here are a few facts about the
West Allis Works: The floor area of the
buildings is more than 160 acres. There
are 14 miles ofrailway and 4 miles ofroads
within the plant, and the shops contain
more than 30,000 power tools,from small
precision machines to the great 40-foot
boring mill.It requires 208 travelingcranes
to handle materials and equipment. There
are twelve great machine, assembly and
erection shops, three foundries, pattern
shop, tank and plate shop, forge shop,
mill shop and many miscellaneous buildings used in manufacturing.

Assembling

big direct-current blooming
mill motor for test—last step in the
manufacturing process before shipment
and final installation.

Some of the big jobs going through
now include a 107,000 kw steam turbine
unit for a midwest utility and two complete new hydraulic turbine and generator
units for Hoover Dam. There's an order
for six 22,000 hp pumping motors for a
West Coast irrigation project,and another
for one of the largest power transformers
ever built. Rotary kilns up to 400 ft. in
length, gyratory crushers weighing 500
tons and 22 million volt Betatrons are all
products of these shops. So are delicate
electronic and control devices.
Allis-Chalmers designs and builds basic
machines for every major industry:steam
and hydraulic turbine generators, transformers and other equipment for the
electric power industries; crushers, grinding mills, rotary kilns, screens and other
machines for mining, ore processing, cement and rock products; flour mills and
oil extraction plants; electronic equipment; big pumps, motors, drives...to
name just a few.
Widest Choice
As you can see,Graduate Training Course
engineers at A-C can move in just about
any direction they choose—any industry,
any type of work from machine design,
research and product engineering to manufacturing, selling and installation.
The course is set up to allow students
plenty of chance to gain training and experience in the work they choose. There's
no reason to run into bottlenecks or deadend streets—for students help plan their
own courses, and are free to change their
plans as new interests, new opportunities,
present themselves.

Completed parts flow on a planned master
schedule from all parts of the great West
Allis Works as this large turbine unit takes
form. This is a general view of a part of the
vast erection shop.

ALLIS-CHALMERS
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

OcronEn, 1950
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ELEVATORS."

Concluded from Page 22

Even though electric stairway machinery is not very complicated—it
does not require elaborate electronic
controls and combined electric and
mechanical safety devices of modern
high speed elevators—they are much
more expensive per floor than elevators. The two machines are meant
for such different jobs that cost
should not be compared. The electric
stairway is especially useful where
great numbers of people are to be
carried modest distances in no great
hurry.
The rugged electric freight elevator, the work horse of vertical transportation, has become as essential in
industrial applications as passenger
elevators and electric stairways are
to office buildings. The over all design of the freight elevator is similar
traffic is closely controlled by the

to the passenger elevator; however, from the rougher rheostatic control
there are several notable differences. to the smooth and accurate variable
Because the speed requirements are voltage control. The some 200,000
less, many of them are of the geared elevators in the country today carry
traction type, which is quite suitable more than 25 billion passengers each
up to 350 feet per minute. Above this year plus vast amounts of freight.
speed gearless machines are often The systems have grown in height
used. Variable voltage control, which from three or four stories to 40, 50
offers the most rapid acceleration or more.
and retardation, the most accurate
Yes, vertical transportation has
steps, and a minimum of power consumption and maintenance, is used now grown from the status of luxury
extensively on freight elevators that and convenience to that of necessity.
It would be extremely difficult for
are in frequent use.
In its few decades of existance ver- the modern industries and the enortical transportation has made many mous office buildings to function
remarkable transitions. It has chang- smoothly without an adequate eleed almost completely from the hy- vator system. Without vertical transdraulic to electric operation. It has portation the whole pattern of our
changed from almost schduleless life would be changed whether or not
operation to a system whereby the we personally use the vertical transSelectomatic Control. It has changed portation facilities.
•

DRINK

The Rose Alumni

(4e0X
IN BOTTLES

of
"The Pause That Refreshes"

The Louisville Cement Co.
COCA-COLA
BOTTLING COMPANY
924 Lafayette Ave.

•
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Glass face that can take a bath of fire
The man you see here can wade into the hottest part ofa gasoline or oil fire and stay to
put it out.
He is wearing the latest in fire-fighting
dress, developed by the Engineering Division Laboratories at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, in Dayton, Ohio.
Designing the suit—to protect the wearer
against heat up to 2000° Fahrenheit—was
a tough enough problem for Air Force scientists. But once they had solved this by
using layers ofglass fabric,nylon,and metal
foil, the problem presented by the visor for
the fire-fighting suit was yet to be worked
out.
Was there a material transparent enough
to let the fire fighter see, yet fire-resistant
and fire-repellent enough to let him face up
to a 2000° Fahrenheit blaze?

OCTOBER, 1950

That question was put to Corning Glass
Works, and the answer was a fire fighter's
face made of Corning's Vycor Brand 96%
silica glass.
Two thin panels of 96% silica glass—the
Corning glass that can be heated till it glows
and then plunged into ice water without
breaking—are used to make the visor. And
their inner surfaces are coated with thin,
transparent films of gold.
This glass transmits cool, visible light,
allowing the fire fighter to see. The gold film
blocks the hot, invisible rays by reflecting
them outward. A small dead-air space between the glass panels prevents conduction
of heat through the glass from the hot,
burning gases.
We hope this special use for Corning's
96% silica glass will remind you that today

—because of Corning research—you can
use glass in many ways that you may never
have thought of before.
Throughout industry, Corning means research in glass—research which has made
glass a material of practically limitless uses.
That's a good thing to remember when
you've finished college and started working.
Then,as you plan new products or processes,
we invite you to call on Corning before the
blueprint stage. Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York.

CORNING
means research in glass
Page 27

MILLING CUTTERS

INTEGRITY

— many styles
and sizes

REASONS
WHY SKF
IS PREFERRED
BY ALL INDUSTRY

f
\\J

)
METALLURGY

CRAFTSMANSHIP

TOLERANCE
CONTROL

SURFACE
FINISH

ENGINEERING
SERVICE

PRODUCT
UNIFORMITY

FIELD
SERVICE

25I3S7 Bearings are an integral part of complex machines. In many instances, OCSEFP metallurgical skill resulted in the perfection of
bearings with special ability to withstand
tremendous stresses and strains ... bearings
which permitted the development of rolling
mills, presses and the like that mean better
steels more economically produced 22517
serves all industry . . . everywhere.

eDSIF INDUSTRIES, INC., PHILA. 32, PA.
7063

5ICIF
BALL AND ROLLER BEARINGS
Efficient milling on a wide variety of
work and materials is made possible by
the broad range of styles and sizes
offered in this complete line of cutters.
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence
1, Rhode Island.

BROWN & SHARPE

B-S,

Freitag-Weinhardt
Inc.

SHOE REPAIR=
917 Eagle St.

Stafford Hat and Shoe Sanitarium
108 No. 7th St.

C-1654

PHONE C-2394

•

Model Milk & Ice Cream
Company,Inc.
C-2324

PLUMBING HEATING
AIR CONDITIONING

ALLEN I. WEINHARDT
CHARLES J. KANTMANN

540 North Seventh Street
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aProauct
LIVING
..FOR BETTER

ALCOA
FIRST IN

ALUMINUM
The light metal
that lasts

A BETTER KIND OF SCREENING made of Alcoa Alclad

Stay

Aluminum. Each wire is a strong alloy core combined with
a highly corrosion-resistant outer layer. Result: a lasting
screening, that will not weather-stain sills or siding. Cost:
no higher than you're used to paying for good screening.
Worth askingfor, to install in your present,frames, or in new
aluminum-framed combination screen and storm windows.

PRODUCT
BEHIND THE

DISCOVERY WHILE SHAVING.

To a certain Alcoa metallurgist,
the past few weeks' research
seemed futile indeed as he faced
his mirror one morning in the late
twenties. This problem was a
sticker: Army and Navy planes
demanded a new kind of aluminum; just as strong, but far more
impervious to salt spray and
weather . .. Suddenly, as he
squeezed the last bit of shaving
cream from the tube, a message
flashed. He wrapped the empty
tube around his finger. Yes... a
core of strong aircraft alloy ...
like this. An outer layer of pure,

FOR

THINKING PEOPLE

OCTOBER, 1950

highly corrosion-resistant aluminum...like this!
Hastening to the laboratory,
he tried out his new idea. It
worked! Tests proved it to be
everything he hoped it would be.
Then he collared the boss roller
in Alcoa's sheet mill. Quickly, he
explained how this new, more
useful form of aluminum was to
be made."Can you roll it, Dan?"
the metallurgist asked anxiously.
"Sure we can roll it!" grinned
the big, capable man in overalls.
Soon a sheetingot of high-strength
alloy, sandwiched between two
thinner slabs of almost pure

aluminum,was slamming through
the shining rolls. It grew wider,
thinner at every pass—a sandwich, welded by the tons of pressure into a single unit. Finally,
there emerged a new, protected
kind of aluminum sheet. We
called it"Alclad" Aluminum. And
it came to be a mighty factor in
America's air power. Most military and civil planes wear this
strong shining skin.
We learned to make it into
rods and tubing, even to draw it
into fine wire. And thus, among
many other things, a better kind
of screening was born.

BECAUSE FREE COMPETITION demands constant improvement,
Alcoa stockholders backed this metallurgist and his fellow researchers, until their perseverance found the answer. Others stood ready,
in plants, sales offices and management, to introduce the new Alclad
products. After 18 years, this better product is still creating new jobs,
and helping America toward better living, in home, farm, and industry. Seems like a good system for all concerned. ALUMINUM
COMPANY OF AMERICA, 742 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

ALCOA
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

BYRD BROS.,
Nehi Bottling Co.

Bottlers of Royal Crown Cola
And Nehi Beverages

Best By Taste Test

C-3054
1348 Sycamore

phosphorus acid as a source of phosphorus in the deposit. The baths are
operated at a low pH-between 0.5
and 1.5 depending on the composition. To maintain the desired acidity
in the cathode film, the solution must
be buffered. Phosphoric acid is one of
the best chemicals for this purpose.
The plating baths are kept at 75°C
or above because at room temperature the cathode current efficiency
is very low and the deposits are
weak. Current densities shoull be
between 5 and 40 amperes per square
decimeter. At the usual current density—about 10 amperes per square
decimeter—the rate of deposition is
fairly high, amounting to a few thousandths of an inch an hour.
The appearance of the deposits depends upon their phosphus content.
Alloys with less than 2 percent of

Concluded from Page 12

phosphorus are usually smooth with
a mat finish; but as the percentage
of phosphorus increases, they become
brighter, reaching a peak of brightness at a phosphorus content of about
10 percent. When such deposits are
plated on a dull surface, they increase in brightness as they become
thicker. As a result of the slightly
dark cast of the high-phosphorus
alloys, their reflectivity is 45 to 50
percent, as compared with about 60
percent for buffed nickel coatings.
When some of the phosphorus alloys are immersed momentarily in a
solution of an oxidizing agent, such
as ferric chloride, or made anodic
in the plating bath, a jet black film
is formed on the surface of the metal.
This film is hard and adherent and
appears to have possibilities for decorative use.

CAMBRIDGE
electron-ray
RESEARCH
pH METER
RANGE AND ACCURACY: Sensitivity .005 pH; readings
reproducible to .01 pH; accuracy .02 pH. Range 0 to 14 pH; 0
to 1200 M. V. ELECTRON-RAY NULL INDICATOR: Replacing the usual galvanometer, the electric eye provides quick and
accurate null-point indication without possible damage to a delicate galvanometer. NO BATTERY NUISANCE: All-electric;
plugs into any 110-volt AC Outlet. ELECTRODE SYSTEM:
Sturdy glass electrode of condenser type is supplied. Micro or
other glass electrode can also be furnished. COMPACT AND
PORTABLE. Laboratory and Industrial Models also available.
Send for Bulletin 910 MA.

war
34"x 234" x 1%"
Weight 3/
2 oz.
1

LINDEMANN
ELECTROMETER
This instrument is extensively used
for the determination of radio active
emission. Has high sensitivity, good
stability and does not require levelling.
Send for descriptive literature

CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENT CO., INC.
Pioneer Manufacturers of Precision Instruments

3756 Grand Central Terminal, New York 17, N. Y.
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"WOLVERINE"
CHROME CLAD
Engineers Steel Tape
Assures A Longer Life Of More Accurate Measuring
•Non-glare Chrome-Clad satin finish •Super-strong rustproof metal disc
reel with perforated sides to aid in
on line—extra durable, will not
cleaning and drying.
crack, chip, peel, or corrode.
•Permanent jet black markings, •Adjustable leather strap handle
affords firm hold ... long winding
prominent size aids easy and achandle, line-locking type.
curate reading—graduations extend
line.
to edge of
•Supplied with two improved pattern, removable finger rings. Ring
•Sturdy Vs-in, line, fully subdivided,
locks under spring protecting first
"Instantaneous" Readings ... deend.
taches and attaches easily to reel.

In 50, 100, or 200-ft. lengths, marked feet, 10ths and 100ths, or
feet, inches and 8ths ... standard and extra-heavy models.
See them at your nearest Lufkin dealer.

ecev I/A—KIN

TAPES • RULES
PRECISION TOOLS
96-A

THE LUFKIN RULE CO.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN • NEW YORK CITY •

BARRIE, ONTARIO
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THE DU PONT

DIGEST
Chemical Research helped produce

5e7/&7aeiPot/A&

The tires on your car right now may
have cords of Cordura* High Tenacity Rayon yarn. If so, you benefit
from one of the most important contributions that Du Pont scientists
have made through the years to the
automotive industry.
"Cordura" High Tenacity Rayon
is comparable to structural steel in
tensile strength. It makes possible
tires that are at once lighter,stronger
and safer than pre-war tires. Unlike
natural fibers, the qualities of this
product of chemical science are always uniform.
UNDIES TO TIRES

At first, rayon was used mainly in
making articlesofclothing.However,
with an improved tire cord in mind,
Du Pont scientists set out to produce
a tougher rayon than any previously
known. The problem was given to a
OCTOBEFt, 1950

skilled team whose membersincluded
organic, physical and analytical
chemists, physicists, and chemical
and mechanical engineers.
One of their first discoveries was
that strength could be increased by
using cotton linters as the source of
cellulose, in place of wood pulp. It
wasfound,also,that the viscose solution had to be prepared and handled
with extreme care. Perhaps the most
important lesson was one which the
silkworm had taught centuries before: stretching increases strength. The
Du Pont experimenters stretched the
new yarn and made rayon with a tensile strength of about 70,000 pounds
to the square inch—more than twice
the strength of textile rayon then
being produced.
TRIED AND PROVED

With the cooperation of tire manu-

V-belts of "Cordura" and rubber keep even
tension, far outlast others.

facturers, "Cordura" was tested in
heavy-duty tires on baking-hot desert roads. During the war it proved
itself on command cars, trucks and
jeeps. Today, rayon-cord tires are
widely used on trucks and buses,
and leading manufacturers use
Du Pont "Cordura" in tires they
make for passenger cars.
The combination of lightness and
strength offered by "Cordura" has
also earned it a welcome from makers
of conveyor belts, V-belts and hose
for domestic, agricultural and industrial uses. It is used to reinforce laminated kraft paper, to tie wires to
electricalswitchboards and as a chain
warp in carpets to bind the wool
tufts firmly in place. One of the
newest uses is in plastic clotheslines.
The Du Pont Company makes none
of these articles. But because
Du Pont scientists had an idea and
the facilities and funds to develop
it, many businesses can now offer you
better products to make life safer and
more enjoyable.
aR50. U.9. PAT. OFF.
SEND FOR "The Story of Cellulose," a 43page, illustrated booklet that describes the
making of viscose and acetate rayon, lacquers, plastics, coated fabrics, etc. Many
charts and equations. For free copy, write
to the Du Pont Company, 2503 Nemours
Building, Wilmington, Delaware.

REG. U.S. PAT.on.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
GreatDramaticEntertainment—Tunein"Cavalcade
of America" Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
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4
20/toolii494
By Denzil Hammond, sr., m.e.
"Hey don't take that meat away
An engineer rapped on the gates
from the dog."
of Hades.
"Oh, he can have the meat. I
"Why do you want to come in?"
just want the piece of pants with
inquired Satan.
in the pocket."
"I want to be with some of the my wallet* * * * *
excavating men I knew on earth."
An optimist is one whose glass
"What makes you think they are
is half full.
here?" asked Satan.
A pessimist is one whose glass
to
tried
"Because every time I
At the football game, the boss
is half empty.
suddenly came in behind his office make a suggestion to one of them,
* * * * *
boy, and tapped him on the shoul- this is where he told me he'd see
Mrs. Hotchkiss has left her husme!"
der.
*
*
*
because he couldn't stand the
*
band
*
"So this is your uncle's funeral?"
she
talked. She has gone home
way
he demanded of the startled youth.
First drunk: "Shay, know what to mutter.
"Looks like it," the quick-witted time it is?"
*
*
*
*
*
youngster replied."He's the referee
Second drunk: "Yeah."
And then there was the freshdown there."
"Thanksh."
drunk:
First
man who was so dumb he thought
* * * * *
*
*
*
*
*
a
logarithm was a lumber camp
Two little girls were discussing
song.
you
Do
you.
Boss: "Shame on
their families. "Why does your
* * * * *
what we do with office boys
know
so
Bible
the
read
r
grandmothe
Little dog looking up at a parkwho tell lies?"
much ?" asked one.
meter:
ing
Boy:"Yes sir, when they get old
Replied the other: "I think she's
ya gotta pay now!"
"Hell,
enough the firm sends them out as
cramming for her finals."
* * * * *
* * * * *
salesmen."
*
*
* * *
Dear old lady: "Dear me, what
"Honestly Chester can't you be
were those college boys arrested
good for five minutes?"
Discipline Adviser: "Jones, you for down at the cemetary ?"
"What do you mean five min- disappoint me. I've been told that
Constable: "I caught them reutes? I'll be good for twenty years you were seen at the class party
placing the "No trespassing" sign
yet."
intoxicated, and pushing a wheel- with "Happiness in Every Box"
* * * *
barrow around the room."
advertisements."
Sven got into the mine elevator,
* * * *
Jones: "Why, yes, I thought you
chuckling out loud.
approved."
The "New Look" adds another
"What's the joke, Sven?" asked
Discipline Adviser: "Of course problem. Before you could see if
the mine foreman.
not! Why should I?"
a girl was knockkneed—now you
'Ay bane have a good joke on
Jones: "You were riding in the have to listen.
Ole," he replied, "ay just find out wheelbarrow!"
* * * * *
* * * * *
that Ole pay my wife five dollars
It isn't age that makes ento kiss her and I do it for nothing."
sensible, but a lack of
gineers
* * * * *
There was a young girl from St.
for raising hell.
strength
And then there's the one about Bride's.
* * * * *
Who ate green apples and died.
the politically minded ion who
You can't always tell how far a
Within the lamented,
heard that here was going to be an
have gone in a car by lookcouple
The apples fermented,
electron so he went to the poles and
the
speedometer.
ing
at
Making cider insider insides.
volted.
"What are you putting in your
vest pocket there, Murphy ?"
"That's a stick of dynamite.
Every time Riley sees me he slaps
me on the chest and breaks all my
cigars. The next time he does it,
he's going to blow his hand off."
* * * * *
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IT'S DONE WITH MICROFILM MAGIC
INY AS IT IS, the little rectangle above is
this page in black and white—as it appears
on microfilm. Everything there, condensed to a
mere spot, but ready to be brought back full size
with all its features intact. For photography can
reduce tremendously without losing a detail.
Asa business or professional man,you can utilize
photography's reducing ability in any of many
important ways.
You can utilize it to save space ... to speed
reference. With Recordak microfilming, you can
"debulk" files 99% ... keep the records at hand for
quick viewing, full size, in a Recordak Reader.
You can utilize photography to make sales presentations more complete, more resultful. With

T

motion pictures, you can "pack" •a plow, •a plant, a
whole process into a small can of film ... travel it
where you will,show it off "large as life and much
more dramatically.
Only a suggestion ... this... of what photography' can do because it is able to condense. And
because it has many other unique characteristics
as well, photography is becoming an increasingly
important tool all through science, business, and
manufacturiSILL.
Whenever you want to improve methods of
recording, measuring, testing, teaching, or countless other functions, be sure to consider the unusual abilities and advantages of photography.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4, N.Y.

Functional Photography
—is advancing business and industrial technics.

50

YEARS
of General Electric Research
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Industrial research began in 1900 in G-E laboratory set up in barn
behind homeofCharles
P. Steinmetz.
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When the General Electric Research Laboratory was
established in 1900, it was the first industrial laboratory
devoted to fundamental research.
At that time E. W. Rice, Jr., then vice president of General Electric, said:
Although our engineers have always been liberally supplied
with every facility for the development of new and original
designs and improvements of existing standards, it has been
deemed wise during the past year to establish a laboratory to be
devoted exclusively to original research. It is hoped by this means
that many profitable fields may be discovered.
Many profitable fields were discovered—profitable not only for
General Electric but also for industry, the American public, and
the world.
A half century ago the industrial experimental laboratory was
itself an experiment. This month it begins its second half century
with the dedication of a new building, greatly augmenting the
facilities it offers to the advancement of man's knowledge.
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